
 

 

Some winning streaks have defied belief 

The lottery suspects the Brudnicks may be ‘Ten Percenters,’ 

people who claim others’ prizes for a fee. It’s a long-obvious 

problem the state has done little to stop. 

By Todd Wallack 

 | Globe Staff   July 20, 2014 

The Brudnicks may be one of the luckiest families in Massachusetts. 

In just the last couple of years, Chelsea insurance agent Robert Brudnick has cashed in 140 

winning Massachusetts lottery tickets worth at least $1,000 each. His 25-year-old daughter 

Ashley has racked up another 100 wins. And his 23-year-old son Nathan, has turned in 99 more. 

The total take: More than $440,000, mostly from scratch tickets.  

But state lottery officials and statisticians say they doubt any family could be that fortunate. The 

odds of winning at least $1,000 from one of the lottery’s most popular $5 scratch ticket games is 

1 in 5,300. Now imagine beating those kind of odds every other day, on average, for two straight 

years.  

 “It doesn’t seem very likely by chance alone,” said Jeffrey Rosenthal, a University of Toronto 

statistician and author of the book “Struck by Lightning: The Curious World of Probabilities.” 

Rosenthal said someone would likely have to spend millions of dollars on tickets — thousands of 

dollars a day — to win so often. “It seems inconceivable.” 

So how did the family wind up with so many winners? 

The Brudnicks, contacted by the Globe, declined to discuss it. But state lottery officials suspect 

the Brudnicks could be Ten Percenters — people cashing in winning tickets for customers who 

don’t want to go to the lottery offices to claim the prize themselves (something required for any 

tickets of $600 or more). In return, the ticket cashers are thought to keep a small portion of the 

winnings as a commission, say 10 percent.  

“We can only suspect they are cashing in other people’s tickets,” said lottery director Beth 

Bresnahan. “The odds are not in their favor” to win so often on their own. 

http://www.bostonglobe.com/staff/wallack


State officials have long believed some people may be using middlemen to cash in their tickets to 

evade taxes, child support, or other debts.  

Less clear is how such a scheme might work. One of the most prolific ticket cashers in Florida, 

Louis Tillman Johnson, told investigators in April there that he dealt with convenience stores 

that bought winning tickets from customers at a discount (usually 72 percent of the prize) and 

paid him 10 percent to cash them in, according to a recording of the interview obtained by the 

Palm Beach Post.  

But Massachusetts State Lottery officials say it’s hard to prove that ticket cashers are breaking 

any laws. And they’ve made little progress in discouraging people from cashing in large 

quantities of tickets since the practice first gained attention 15 years ago. 

In 1999, then State Auditor A. Joseph DeNucci issued an audit finding that some winners 

appeared to be using phony names, fake social security numbers, or middlemen to evade taxes 

and other obligations.  

And then there was the case of one remarkably frequent winner, Clarance Jones, who cashed in 

319 tickets in a single year — a winning streak state auditors said defied belief. The top 10 most 

frequent winners cashed in 842 tickets worth $1.8 million in 1998. 

RELATED: 10 most prolific Massachusetts lottery winners  

If anything, the controversial practice appears to have grown since then. Last year, the top 10 

winners cashed in more than four times as many tickets and claimed three times as much in prize 

money as they did 15 years ago. 

And Jones? The 76-year-old Lynn resident personally turned in more than 1,300 tickets last year, 

quadruple the 1998 tally that first drew notice. Over the past decade, he’s cashed in more than 

12,000 tickets worth roughly $22 million. 

“We haven’t come up with a solution,” acknowledged Bresnahan, the lottery director. Lottery 

officials said the lottery is generally obligated to pay out prizes to anyone who brings in a 

winning ticket. In most cases, lottery officials can’t prove the tickets were purchased by someone 

else because they don’t track who buys tickets. And it’s not typically against the law to give 

away a ticket or cash it for someone else (unless tax evasion or fraud is involved). 

 

The lottery does hold back a portion of larger prizes for taxes — 5 percent of prizes worth $600 

more for state taxes, plus another 25 percent for federal taxes on tickets worth $5,000 or more. 

But some winners file for refunds to get back much of those withholdings. For instance, Jones — 

the busiest ticket casher of them all — paid little state and federal taxes on his winnings over 

several years, according to filings in a tax case resolved three years ago. 

http://www.mypalmbeachpost.com/news/news/crime-law/top-lottery-winner-i-redeemed-tickets-for-a-fee/ngBR6/
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At the time, Jones argued he was a professional gambler, who spent millions of dollars on lottery 

tickets and other games every year, almost entirely offsetting his profits. Jones insisted he had 

boxes full of old tickets and logs to prove it. And his lawyer said he had an elaborate system for 

playing the lottery. Unlike most taxpayers, professional gamblers are generally entitled to offset 

their winnings with losses and other gambling expenses.  

The Revenue Department objected — arguing that Jones was merely cashing in other peoples’ 

tickets and collecting discarded losing tickets to generate phony expenses. But the Massachusetts 

Appellate Tax Board ruled that state tax auditors hadn’t taken the time to thoroughly examine 

Jones’s records to prove their case. So Jones walked away a winner again.  

GRAPHIC: Who wins, who loses in the Massachusetts lottery?  

State officials said they have made progress in some other areas of concern. For instance, the 

Lottery increasingly shares information about winners with the Department of Revenue, Internal 

Revenue Service, and other agencies to help them identify anyone who cashes in tickets under 

their own name and owes child support or certain other debts. It also compiles a list of people 

who received at least 20 payments worth $20,000 in a year to help identify potential ticket 

cashers. That list is shared with state and federal tax collectors, the attorney general, and state 

auditor. 

Since 2001, lottery officials say they have worked with other agencies to collect $9 million in 

delinquent taxes and child support payments from people cashing in tickets. But that stepped-up 

enforcement may have the side effect of further encouraging dishonest debtors to go through 

middlemen to cash their tickets.  

In addition, state officials filed charges two years ago against two suspected Ten Percenters for 

failing to fully disclose their lottery winnings to state welfare officials while receiving medical or 

other benefits. James T. Casey Jr. collected more than $700,000 in lottery prizes over three years, 

while Frank Basile cashed in more than $316,000 in tickets over four years while receiving state 

assistance. 

But Basile — who argued his wins were offset by gambling losses — resolved his case by 

paying just $7,500 in restitution (less than half what the state said he collected in health benefits). 

Casey’s case is slated to go to trial in October.  

Still, prosecutors haven’t charged any local Ten Percenters with helping other people evade taxes 

by cashing in their winnings. 

Former State Treasurer Joseph D. Malone, who oversaw the lottery as part of his job, said the 

lottery is not a law enforcement agency and lacks the resources to prosecute potential offenders. 

But he said he thought federal tax collectors could potentially cut down on ticket cashing by 

making an example of someone in Massachusetts. 

“I would think the IRS would be all over this like a cheap suit,” Malone said. 

http://www.bostonglobe.com/2014/06/04/lottery/BsgMJcbG4fMUOzEKAYaVzJ/story.html
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In fact, the IRS and federal prosecutors have already cracked down on some ticket cashers.  

Last year, Gary Boyar — a “Ten Percenter” from Charlestown, was sentenced to a year in prison 

and ordered to pay $43,000 to the IRS for tax evasion. Prosecutors said he cashed in more than 

$2 million in tickets at Suffolk Downs for gamblers and submitted more than 1,700 false IRS 

forms using his dead father’s Social Security number. And in May, another Ten Percenter 

working with racing industry customers was sentenced in Texas. 

RELATED: Lottery often gives aid to affluent, takes from poor  

Massachusetts lottery officials also require ticket cashers to sign a form swearing that they are 

the sole recipient of the lottery payment and are not helping someone else shirk their financial 

obligations.  

But, so far, prosecutors haven’t charged anyone with lying on the forms in Massachusetts, lottery 

officials said, and the IRS said it has no pending cases here. The Massachusetts attorney general 

did not respond to a request for comment.  

In addition, lottery officials said they have worked with lawmakers on a proposal to help 

discourage professional ticket cashing. The bill would give the lottery the authority to withhold 

payouts to suspected Ten Percenters until the Department of Revenue gives it the green light to 

pay out the prizes. 

The bill is currently sitting in the House Committee on Ways and Means, but is not scheduled for 

a vote before the legislative sessions ends this month. 

Meanwhile, the Brudnicks have quietly become some of the state’s most frequent lottery 

winners, according to lottery records. 

 

The patriarch of the family, Robert, first drew attention when he showed up at the lottery offices 

in Woburn with five winning tickets — two worth $5,000 and three more for $1,000 — on Sept. 

19, 2012. The next day, the 60-year-old insurance broker cashed in another $1,000 ticket. And 

four days later, he showed up at the lottery with three more.  

And the tickets kept coming. 

In January 2013, his son Nathan showed up with three more winning tickets. And his daughter 

Ashley walked in with six winning tickets in June of last year.  

Altogether, the family has turned in 340 winning tickets in two years at the lottery’s offices. In at 

least one case, Ashley and Robert come into the Woburn office together, according to lottery 

surveillance video taken in April. 

http://www.justice.gov/usao/ma/news/2013/July/BoyarGarysentencingPR.html
http://www.justice.gov/usao/txn/PressRelease/2014/MAY2014/may16Loveless_sent.html
http://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2014/06/04/massachusetts-lottery-often-provides-aid-affluent-and-takes-from-poor/lkFzu37BSvxlDcmCITwmKI/story.html
https://malegislature.gov/Bills/188/House/H25


Brudnick posted a picture of himself on Facebook standing next to a shiny red Harley-Davidson 

motorcycle on his birthday in April. But a friend said he’s owned the bike for years and that he’s 

had financial challenges in the past.  

RELATED: 10 most prolific Massachusetts lottery winners  

A business partnership he cofounded was forced into bankruptcy in 2006 and Brudnick was sued 

by Discover Bank two years ago for an unpaid credit card balance. The case was settled last year. 

In addition, his Chelsea insurance agency appears to have closed; its state license recently 

expired and a phone number was disconnected.  

He told a friend he was happily retired, but didn’t mention the frequent lottery winnings. The 

friend said he didn’t think Brudnick was a big gambler, but was impressed by his remarkable run 

of winning tickets. 

“Good for him,” said Gerald Hagerty, who runs two security businesses in Everett and has 

known Brudnick for four years. “He’s never mentioned gambling to me at all.” 

Lottery officials say they aren’t certain how the Brudnicks came by so many winning tickets 

either — but suspect it’s possible they got referrals or tickets from people working at stores that 

sell lottery tickets. It’s also possible, the lottery believes, other middlemen are involved who 

know the customers or stores. 

Stores that sold the most tickets cashed by the Brudnicks 

A dozen stores sold most of the tickets that the Brudnicks cashed in at Lottery offices. The tickets were 

worth $600 or more before taxes. 

Store City Tickets redeemed Gross winnings 

Arthur's Variety Store Chelsea 31 $43,685 

A&C Market Everett 23 $24,000 

Portillo Food Market East Boston 8 $12,000 

Lucky Express Nantucket 7 $7,000 

Union Street Market Everett 5 $5,000 

Glendale Convenience Everett 4 $13,000 

Tedeschi #229 Chelsea 4 $8,000 

Broadway Convenience Chelsea 4 $4,000 

EZ Food Mart Chelsea 4 $4,000 

Shop N Go Chelsea 4 $4,000 

Sweet Things Chelsea 4 $4,000 

7-Eleven 34400-A Everett 4 $3,613.50 

DATA: Massachusetts State Lottery 
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Lottery records show that the tickets the Brudnicks cashed in were originally purchased at more 

than 170 stores in Massachusetts — from Peabody to Nantucket — but most came from just a 

dozen stores. 

For instance, 23 of the Brudnicks’ winning tickets in the last two years came from a convenience 

store in Everett, accounting for one-third of that shop’s major winning tickets.  

The store’s owner said he doesn’t know any of the Brudnicks and did not know they cashed in so 

many of his store’s tickets. 

“I have never heard of them,” said Carlos Caraballo, owner of A&C Market, adding that his store 

doesn’t buy tickets from customers or refer them to ticket sellers. “We try to have the most 

honest store around.” 

Robert Brudnick also appears to be connected to another mysterious lucky lottery winner. 

Lisa Carrafiello, who is registered to vote at the same Everett address as Brudnick, cashed in 157 

tickets worth $600 or more over two years. The winnings added up to nearly $216,000. But after 

cashing in six tickets on Sept. 12, 2012, her run of winnings abruptly stopped — while the 

Brudnicks’ winning streak started exactly a week later. Carrafiello, 50, couldn’t be reached. 

Meanwhile, Ashley Brudnick declined to explain how she came up with 100 winners, except to 

say: “You can buy lottery tickets by the books in case you weren’t aware.”  

Lottery winners can indeed buy entire books of 50 to 300 scratch tickets if retailers have them in 

stock. But lottery records show Ashley cashed in tickets that were originally sold by more than 

70 stores, suggesting the winners did not come from a few lucky books of tickets. 

Ashley’s father, Robert, said he believed he was not under investigation by the lottery, but 

declined further comment. Her brother also declined comment. Both asked not to be contacted 

again. 

But before Ashley stopped answering questions, she said she only wound up “breaking even for 

the most part” because she spent all her winnings playing the lottery. 

“I don’t buy tickets anymore though,” said Brudnick, who studied journalism at Northern Essex 

Community College and works at an animal hospital in Woburn, according to her Facebook 

page. “I stopped months ago.” 

Yet Ashley showed up at the lottery office in Woburn with yet another winning scratch ticket, 

worth $1,000, just two weeks ago. And her father cashed in three more tickets on July 8. 

So the family’s luck continues after all.  


